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There are a number of official retention schedules governing University records.
Consequently, record retention is addressed in multiple ASU Policy Manuals and reconciling
the requirements can be challenging. A separate schedule governing sponsored award
records mandates the retention requirements for sponsored activity. Record retention
periods for sponsored research records vary depending on the type of sponsor (Federal,
state, other) and the type of record.
Each record type has a custodian charged with responsibility for maintaining the official
record and ensuring its timely destruction. For sponsored research records, custodial
responsibility resides primarily with Principal Investigators, Lead Units and Research
Operations. In general, the party who generates a record is responsible for its retention and
destruction.
Expenditure allowability rules unique to sponsored projects can result in requirements for
documentation beyond what is generated for financial transactions on non-sponsored
accounts. For example, CAS exceptions require written justification to deviate from direct
vs. indirect charging norms; and, documentation of personnel charges should include PI
authorization. Any documentation generated to meet the additional requirements unique to
sponsored projects should be retained with, and for the time period applicable to, the
standard transaction records.
It is also important to note that individual sponsors can deviate from these norms and
specify retention periods unique to a sponsor, program, award or record type.
The Sponsored Projects Records Retention Table recaps the applicable retention period as
defined by Schedule Number 999-15-20 for Arizona State University Research Operations.
This schedule issued by the Arizona State Library, Archives and Public Records division on
January 8, 2015 supersedes prior retention schedules under Arizona State University, Office
for Research and Sponsored Projects Administration, # 999-07-15, 10/24/2007 and Vice
President for Research, Animal Care Program, (12/9/1991).
For questions related to specific documents or projects, please contact the assigned AMT
GCO.
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Sponsored Projects Records Retention Table
Sponsor
Type

Record Custodian
Record Type

Principal
Investigator

Sponsored research records: Lab
notebooks, research data, technical
reports, et al.
Sponsored award purchasing card
transaction records

Unit

Sponsored Retention Period

Research
Operations

X

X

All

Governed by 'the standards of a faculty
member's respective discipline'; must
minimally meet requirement for sponsor
type if award-specific

All

5 Years after submission of the final
project financial report

Federal
Sponsored award records (other
than agreements, modifications,
and purchasing card transactions)
directly associated with unique
sponsored awards. 1

Sponsored research records not
directly associated with unique
sponsored awards, i.e., records not
individually identifiable with a
single award2
Sponsored award agreements and
modifications

X

X

January 15, 2016

X

3 Years after the date of submission of
the final expenditure report or, for
awards that are renewed quarterly or
annually, 3 years from the date of
submission of the quarterly or annual
financial report

State

5 Years after award end date

Other
(NonFederal,
Non-State)

3 Years after award end date

X

N/A

3 Years after fiscal year created or
received

X

All

33 Years after award end date

1 This category refers primarily to financial records as addressed in FIN 103 for non-sponsored accounts. Generally,
the party that creates the document retains the document as the office of record. For example, the Unit creates a PV
and therefore is the office of record for that document. Research Operations creates a J1 to adjust F&A; therefore, it
retains that document as the office of record. Financial Services (including Property Control and HR-Data
Management) retains copies of some associated financial records; Purchasing retains copies of some associated
procurement records; and, OHR retains copies of some personnel records.
2 This category refers to records that are associated with multiple sponsored accounts. For example, consortia
documents would be Unit-retained records within this category and MOU's would be Research Operations-retained
records within this category.
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